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A Kabyle Wedding 

 
 
Algerian Arabic transcript: 
 

 26A6و en généralه,' , > آ'6=>>...  >>> ا"25س ;4 ):د 8$'76 56&4 23س )%-0 )'" اف آ-,' ن*("( و )'"&%$# "! واج

B-,C" 2)5# و"'( ,parce que  B-,C" 5# و(2"'( bon <<< fin de semaine)")*6 ',-آ  , F628week-end ا"&'س 

 هAاك "B625 ;4 دارbon T>>> ا"M&# نS'ع "A&3 famille #5(2"'( <<<  <<< B625ه' ا"(Q8 آPا 2LMN 4ON ا"25س مJ ال

 ,c’est pas des villes م'la majorité c’est des villages 4Yم' آ'6= >>> د 6bon:( 4;  76'$8(آ7 8'ع >>> 

bon la majorité6 و Z3'S2ة نYA"256ض >>> و\د ا B625" 2و _$'حآ!(' ه'دوك`a6 آ'6= , أ"4 >>> 256ض(آ'6= .  و

را "d6 'd5(;( "B625 آ-2)0 و "d5-# ه'دوك ا"&'س O6( م= و. أ"26A6 4و d3' و ;`(ر و آ'6= أ"26A6 4و ;`(ر )2ك

M6`( هg6A ا"$2ن(س نZ3'S و\ ,  أ"A*6 4رو 56'ون56 Z`(T دراه26A6famillef ا"M&' و _M')Z 8'ع ي >>> . ا"M&' و آPا

, >>> fj"'( 4!3 )'"!4 _2ف )'" اف آAا6' و 7iY 56'ونZ آPا ;4 ا"25س ا",&76A نS'ع ",2ا M6`( ;(8( دراهf ز3,#

 Zو >>> ... 56'ونmême temps#2),  "25وس"'( #&M"4 د5آ'6= أ"4 د26 ا; #B-,C"'( 26اره' و آ'6= >>> أ"4 د ...bon 

. م' هPا 26وح A&3 هPا, م'"-= "B625 ;4 ا"Aار و "25وس# ;4 ا"Aار, "2)5# >>> نj'ر "2)5#نM= ن26Aوه' )'"2)5# ن*("( 

2Yو د fjS!-62= 256ض( ;'مC"62= 256ض( >>>ةC" و fj3'S2 >>> نC" fj3'S2ة نYو د fjS!-2ة .  ;'مYو\ ج'و م= د

"62C= , ا",fj... هPا 26A6 ;`(ر و\ خ(ر d5" 26A6', 26وح( A&3 هPو و A6 6و 26وح( A&3 هPو و\ aS6'ه,(, وحAة

"B-,C 8$7 , و >>> و Ap م= داك56`(ه' دراهf و آAا 56'ونla même chose  'jنS'ع "25وس# و ا"N #&M'ن2LM6 4و 

 26bonوح( 3= >>> .  و آPاfamille  م'4Y 8'ع ا"2YAة و "r= "*2اب لO6 ,bon( ا"&'س آAا, A "25وس#م' 26وح( 3&

B625" دار A&3 )O6 <<< ...s-آ s-26وح( آ A5( =زوج و م Tا)ا جPر آ)`a" م= ورا ,bon2يr( )d,6 )6' آ'نA-!*N  ,

mêmeم()-:ت)u =6'2ارس و آr" =6'6!# و دوآ' آ)u #;'%264وح( ,  م;)u )")*ج آ-,' ن'N26و آ(رA6 م()-7 و .

J6زوج س(ا Aواح #,v )M626 ة)j8 )(2d6 ار "25وس# وA" )26وح ,w-"'( :525وس. م" Q!-ه'دوك ;'م ,\ Tا , Q!-م';

و >>> )A5 م' 2d6)( هPا A*6م هPا و هPا وس,(؟ . Y )M626(6' ;4 داره25S6 B625" ,f;( 3!4 ;'م-!-Q "25وس# هArا6'

O6-$( "Z "25وس# هArا6' و >>> آ'6= أ"A6 6 4 وآ7 )'"A;26 , B-,Cو "25وس# و ج( ج'A" =6ار"j8 'B625(ة هArا6

"#-d5 ,ةA3)"6(آ7 ا A6 6 4"2ة. آ'6= أ-i_ #!a26 حA6 4"26 \خ(ر, آ'6= أA6 ... 4"26 ... آ'6= أA6 4"4 أSآ'6= ح <<<

 . و هPا م' آ'ن.  آ-,' ن*("(r6$2 ا"25س.  )'"26A6même#-d5" B-,C حa!# 256ض ا"4Y'i , هArا
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English translation: 

 
As for marriage—uh—the wedding in the Kabylie1—I mean, it is, as we say, a very 
simple wedding—uh— In general, they take place on Wednesday and Thursday because 
Wednesday and Thursday are, well—uh—as we say, they are the weekend. It is almost 
the weekend and people have time to come to the wedding with the family—uh—On 
Wednesday—uh—there is the henna for the groom—uh— Well, the groom eats at his 
family’s house—uh— Well, in the Kabylie there isn’t—uh— Most [of the region] is 
villages, not cities and so the groom invites—uh—the people of his neighborhood and 
they eat lunch together in the morning. There are people who—uh—invite—there are 
people who make dinner and lunch and there are people who just make lunch. Then, in 
the afternoon people come after dinner to see the groom put on henna and things like that. 
All his friends come to see him put henna—uh—and family members who can help, help 
him by giving some money and they put it in his hat or in the bride’s scarf. They put in 
the money as a way to help him with the wedding—uh— They know that a wedding can 
be costly— To help him and—uh— At the same time – for the bride – some people 
prefer to put on the henna at home on Wednesday and others do it on Thursday. Well, we 
do it on Wednesday, we say Wednesday—uh— On Wednesday—the bride’s family in 
their house and the groom’s family in their house; no one goes to the other’s house. They 
each invited the rest of their family and people in their village. The other invites—uh—
their family and people in their village. If they come from the same village, people visit 
one family and then visit the other one later, or the two families agree: one does the lunch 
and the other does dinner. The important thing is, people come to the bride’s henna and – 
the same thing – they give her some money to help her. And—uh—the day after that on 
Thursday, before they leave to go to the bride, people come—well, not the whole village 
but the relatives of the family and such. They go to—uh—well—uh—go to the groom’s 
house—after lunch at around two in the afternoon and then the same – they leave to the 
bride’s house. Well, traditionally people used to leave early because of the long distance, 
but now with cars—they go in cars and they make, as we say, a parade [of cars]. They 
leave for the bride’s house and they have coffee there, and stay for about one or two 
hours, it depends. Then, the bride’s family—oh no—the groom’s family introduces 
themselves to the bride’s family and they stay in their house for some time. This one 
introduces this one and so on and—uh—after they have coffee, they take the bride to the 
groom’s house—they take the bride to the groom and things like that. And—uh—there 
are people who also make dinner for Thursday evening; they invite people in the 
neighborhood. Some people make a small party they have—some do—uh—there are 
some who even make a party on Thursday night and invite people over. As we say, they 
make the wedding bigger. And this is all.  

 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 Kabylie: The region in Northern Algeria which is mostly populated by the Kabyle people, one of four 
different groups in Algeria claiming Berber ethnicity. 
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